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Introduction

Introduction

Time to Talk Vocabulary Builder is a five-level, ten-book series designed to assist 

students in their English vocabulary studies as they progress from the foundational 

level through to the upper intermediate level. The words and activities featured in 

the series become progressively more challenging to meet the needs of students 

at different stages of their English language development.

Vocabulary 

The words featured in Time to Talk Vocabulary Builder are high-frequency words 

encountered in both spoken and written English. Students will find the words 

invaluable in their study of English. Twenty words are introduced in every unit. In 

one book, students will learn 400 new words. That is a total of 4,000 new words 

over the whole series. Each word is introduced with a definition and example 

sentence, allowing students to see words in context from the outset. Pictures 

accompanying the definitions provide clues to assist students in visualising the 

words and forming related associations—an important part of memory and recall. 

Activities

The activities in each unit provide students with extensive exposure to the target 

words of that unit. Activities are designed to give students the opportunity to think 

about the meaning and usage of the vocabulary, and the relationship between the 

target words and other words. Each unit features a short passage containing some 

of the target vocabulary in a new context, followed by comprehension questions. 

A review section provides an opportunity for students to test their understanding 

and recall of the words.



How to Use

Words to Learn
-  Students are encouraged to write each word in their

native language, creating a personal dictionary for
future reference. The students should study the pictures
and see how they relate to the example sentences.
Focusing on the images will enable students to create
their own mental image for each word, which will assist
with the retention of the word and its meaning.

-  Students can make flashcards with the target word on one
side and the definition and example sentence on the other.
Alternatively, students can write the target words on one
side and a translation of the word on the back.

Unit 1
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Words to LearnWords to Learn

Learn the words. Write each word in your language.

abandon  
v. to leave a person, thing or place forever
 People	sometimes	abandon	cars	in	fields	in	the	country.

accommodation 
n. a	place	to	live	or	stay
	I	found	cheap,	clean	accommodation	near	the	town	centre.

adapt 
v. to	change	to	suit	different	conditions
		Toby	easily	adapted	from	office	work	to	his	new	role	as	a	stay-at-
home father.

conservative
adj.		not	usually	liking	change;	not	liking	new	or	fashionable	things
 Mary’s	taste	in	music	is	very	conservative.

considerable  
adj.	large	in	size	or	degree;	of	great	importance
 Owning	a	pet	requires	a	considerable	amount	of	time	and	money.

distressed  
adj.	very	upset	or	worried
 Matt	was	distressed	after	losing	his	job.

eliminate  
v. to	remove;	to	take	away
 Joe	wants	to	eliminate	junk	food	from	his	diet.

internal  
adj. existing or happening on the inside of something
 Paul	specialises	in	internal	medicine.

mode  
n. a	way	of	doing	something
 Trains	are	a	convenient	mode	of	transport.

passage  
n.		a	long,	narrow	way	which	connects	one	place	with	another
 Let’s	walk	down	that	beautiful,	old	passage.
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proportion          
n.		the	relationship	between	different	things	or	parts	of	things	when
compared by size, number or degree

 A	surprisingly	large	proportion	of	students	failed	the	exam:	80%!

raw              
adj.	uncooked
 Be	sure	to	wash	your	hands	after	touching	raw	chicken.

rely     
v. to	depend	(on);	to	have	trust	(in)
	My	grandmother	relies	on	my	help	to	get	around.

resolve        
v. to	find	a	solution	to	a	problem
		Mandy	wishes	her	children	would	resolve	their	differences.

seminar    
n.		an	event	at	which	an	expert	and	a	group	of	people	meet	to	study	
and discuss a topic

	There	is	a	literature	seminar	in	this	room	every	Tuesday.

sphere           
n.	an	object	with	a	round	shape
		Long	ago,	people	didn’t	believe	that	the	Earth	was	a	sphere.

splendid 
adj.	excellent;	impressive
Mark	and	Kelly	had	a	splendid	wedding.

sufficient       
adj.	enough	for	a	particular	purpose
	Sally	didn’t	have	sufficient	money	to	buy	the	clothes	she	wanted.

token            
n.	a	symbol	of	a	feeling,	a	fact,	an	event,	etc.
	Some	people	put	locks	on	the	bridge	as	a	token	of	their	love.

tolerant           
adj.		willing	to	accept	different	behaviour	and	values;	able	to	deal	 
with	something	unpleasant	and	annoying

	It’s	important	to	teach	children	to	be	tolerant	of	each	other.
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Practice
-  Students test their understanding and ability to use

the new words through five practice activities. These
activities test recognition of the words and their related
images, usage of the words in context and understanding
of the meaning of words.

-  For additional practice, students can prepare their own
example sentences for each word.

Practice

Unit 1

1. 	 You	should	remove1.	sugar	and	increase	the	amount2.  
2. 	 of	raw	vegetables	in	your	diet.	

3. 	 By	teaching	people	to	be	more	understanding3.,	we	 

4.  can help to finish4.	conflict	around	the	world.

5.  We have enough5.	chairs	for	twenty	people	to	attend	 

6.  the next small	group	study	session6..	

	seminar								sufficient								eliminate								proportion								resolve								tolerant

B. Replace each highlighted word or phrase with a word from the box. 

1. accommodation conservative adapt hotel

2. seminar sphere circle transition

3. wonderful	 splendid	 raw	 proportion

4. mode	 sufficient	 obtain	 way

5. token	 internal	 distressed	 symbol

C. Choose the two words that are similar in each group of words.

A. Write T for true or F for false. 

1. When	you	adapt	to	a	situation,	you	refuse	to	change.	

2. £10	million	is	a	considerable	amount	of	money.

3. A passage	is	a	narrow	means	of	access	between	places.

4. Conservative	people	are	not	very	tolerant	of	change.

5. When	you	are	distressed,	you	feel	troubled	and	worried.

6. If	you	abandon	something,	you	go	back	to	get	it	again.

1. What	kinds	of	foods	do	you	like	to	eat	 ?	Why?

2. What	is	a	problem	that	you	 ?	How	did	you	do	it?

3. When	was	the	last	time	you	felt		 ?	Why	were	you	upset?

4. Have	you	ever	attended	a ?	What	was	the	topic?

5. 	Name	three	things	which	are .	Which	of	them	is	the	largest?

6. Who	do	you ?	How	does	he	or	she	help	you?

7.   What  	of	communication	do	you	use	with	friends?	Which	do	you	
use the most?

8. 	Have	you	ever	tried	to 	something	from	your	diet?	What	was	it?

E.  Complete the sentences using the words in the box. Then say a suitable 
response.

resolved													modes spheres rely	on										
raw 	 	distressed eliminate seminar

D. Choose the best answer to complete each sentence. 

1. People can rely	on	you	if	you

a. are	easily	distressed.
b.	 always	keep	promises.
c.	 don’t	adapt	to	new	situations.

3. Raw meat can

a. take	something	away.
b.		be	found	in	a	sphere.
c. make	you	sick	if	you	eat	it.

5.	 	Types	of	accommodation	include

a.		cars,	taxis	and	buses.
b.	 	books,	magazines	and	newspapers.
c. hotels,	motels	and	tents.

2. An example of an internal organ is
a. 	the	heart.
b. 	a	mode.
c.		a	token.

4.	 If	you	are	a	tolerant	person,	you

a.		are	in	proportion.
b.		get	on	with	others.
c. seem	conservative.

6. Abandoning a pet is

a. 	a	cruel	thing	to	do.
b. 	done	in	a	passage.
c. simply	splendid.
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Read & Extend and Review
-  The Read section contains some of the words in a

passage. Students see the words in a new context
and test their recall of the meanings. Reading
comprehension questions allow students to think 
carefully about what they have read.

-  The Extend activity in this section presents a selection
of the target words in idiomatic expressions to show
students new ways in which the vocabulary can be used.

-  Review provides a global review of the contents of
the unit. Students can work alone to test themselves,
or work with a partner to make this into a more
collaborative review activity.

Read Extend and Review

C. Circle the correct words.

1. 	If	you	want	to	stay	in	luxurious,	modern	seminar / accommodation, this is a
splendid / conservative	hotel.

2. Toby was raw / distressed to learn that his dog had internal / conservative health 
problems.

3.   Unless sufficient / mode	students	enrol,	we	will	have	to	cancel	the	passage / 
seminar.

4. A red rose is a rather conservative / distressed gift given as a token / sphere
	of	love.

5. 	It’s	cruel	to	rely on / abandon	a	dog,	and	we	should	not	be	tolerant / 
considerable	of	such	behaviour.

6. 	In	the	past,	people	ate	only	raw / splendid	foods,	but	we	have	conservative / 
adapted	to	cooked	foods.

7. Kevin	relies / adapts on his car as his main mode / passage	of	transport.
8. The company has resolved / sufficient a proportion / considerable	number	of	its	
financial	problems.

9. There is a marble sphere / abandon at each end of the internal / passage.
 10. The company is expected	to	sufficient / eliminate a large proportion / resolve 

of	part-time	jobs.

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct phrases. Use the correct form.

1. 	When	everyone	except	Luke	got	a	pay	raise,	he	felt	that	he	had	got	a
.

2. Getting	your	first	job	is	an	important	 .
3. 	Helen	says	she	is	sincere,	but	her	gifts	always	feel	more	like	they	are

.
4. 	When	the	newspaper	reported	that	the	company	was	in	trouble,	everyone	started

to .

token	gesture							raw	deal							rite	of	passage							abandon	ship

A. Learn these phrases. 

raw deal	 something	that	is	unfair
  I bought a second-hand car, but it broke down after two days. What a raw deal!
abandon ship 	 	to	leave	a	bad	situation	in	a	hurry,	while	considering	only	your	own	interests	
 After the CEO quit, all the employees abandoned ship.  
token gesture	 a	small	and	insignificant	action
  She gave her mum flowers to say sorry, but it was just a token gesture.
rite of passage		 	an	activity	showing	that	someone	has	reached	an	important	stage	in	his/her	life
  In my family, buying your first car is a rite of passage. 

Unit 1

1. 	On	any	given	night	of	the	year,	in	cities	across	the	world,
.

2. 	People	in	low-paid	jobs	 .

3. 	Many	companies	are
labour overseas.

B. Find each sentence above. Write the missing words.

1. Which	is	NOT	mentioned	as	kind	of	accommodation	in	the	passage?

a. Passages b. Cars 
c. Abandoned	buildings	 d. Societies

2. What	is	a	cause	of	homelessness	according	to	the	passage?

a. Cheap cost of living b. Companies	cutting	jobs	
c. Low	rents	 d. Rainy	nights

3. What	is	the	writer’s	attitude	towards	the	homeless?

a. We	should	offer	them	more	jobs	overseas.
b. 	The	homeless	are	not	tolerant	and	are	not	really	a	problem.
c. We	should	understand	their	situation	and	try	to	help	resolve	this	issue.
d.				We	should	eliminate	abandoned	buildings	to	reduce	the	number	of	homeless	
people.

A. Choose the best answers.

A Place to Stay

On	any	given	night	of	the	year,	in	cities	across	the	world,	thousands	
of people begin a search for accommodation. These are not travellers	
looking for a hotel on holiday; these people are the homeless. They	
are	the	people	we	can	find	sleeping	in	cars	and	buildings	that	have	been	abandoned.	We	
can see them take shelter in quiet passages and streets, with boxes and newspapers that	
they have adapted into beds and sheets. Alarmingly, the proportion of homeless people in 
societies around the world is growing. To what can we attribute this rise? There are several	
causes.
One	 problem	 is	 the	 increasing	 cost	 of	 living.	 People	 in	 low-paid	 jobs	 find	 they	 lack	

sufficient funds to pay for rent. People who miss work for a few days because of sickness	
might be unable to pay their rent for the month. They suddenly find themselves without a	
home. Another problem is a shortage of jobs. Many companies are eliminating positions or 
relying on cheaper labour overseas. This adds to the number of people who are out of work.	
We all feel uncomfortable when we see people living on the street. However, they are	

probably much more distressed because they find themselves unable to pay for their	
basic needs. We should try to be more tolerant and support those working to resolve the 
problem,	especially	on	cold	and	rainy	nights	when	we	are	warm	and	dry	in	our	own	homes.
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Words to LearnWords to Learn

Learn the words. Write each word in your language.

abandon   
v. to leave a person, thing or place forever
 People sometimes abandon cars in fields in the country.

accommodation 
n. a place to live or stay
 I found cheap, clean accommodation near the town centre.

adapt  
v. to change to suit different conditions
  Toby easily adapted from office work to his new role as a stay-at-

home father.

conservative  
adj.  not usually liking change; not liking new or fashionable things
 Mary’s taste in music is very conservative.

considerable    
adj. large in size or degree; of great importance
 Owning a pet requires a considerable amount of time and money.

distressed   
adj. very upset or worried
 Matt was distressed after losing his job.

eliminate   
v. to remove; to take away
 Joe wants to eliminate junk food from his diet.

internal   
adj. existing or happening on the inside of something
 Paul specialises in internal medicine.

mode   
n. a way of doing something
 Trains are a convenient mode of transport.

passage   
n.  a long, narrow way which connects one place with another
 Let’s walk down that beautiful, old passage.
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proportion          
n.  the relationship between different things or parts of things when

compared by size, number or degree
 A surprisingly large proportion of students failed the exam: 80%!

raw              
adj. uncooked
 Be sure to wash your hands after touching raw chicken.

rely     
v. to depend (on); to have trust (in)
 My grandmother relies on my help to get around.

resolve        
v. to find a solution to a problem
  Mandy wishes her children would resolve their differences.

seminar   
n.  an event at which an expert and a group of people meet to study

and discuss a topic
 There is a literature seminar in this room every Tuesday.

sphere           
n. an object with a round shape
  Long ago, people didn’t believe that the Earth was a sphere.

splendid 
adj. excellent; impressive
 Mark and Kelly had a splendid wedding.

sufficient       
adj. enough for a particular purpose
 Sally didn’t have sufficient money to buy the clothes she wanted.

token            
n. a symbol of a feeling, a fact, an event, etc.
 Some people put locks on the bridge as a token of their love.

tolerant           
adj.  willing to accept different behaviour and values; able to deal 

with something unpleasant and annoying
 It’s important to teach children to be tolerant of each other.
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Practice

1. You should remove1. sugar and increase the amount2.  
2. of raw vegetables in your diet. 

3. By teaching people to be more understanding3., we 

4. can help to finish4. conflict around the world.

5. We have enough5. chairs for twenty people to attend 

6. the next small group study session6.. 

 seminar        sufficient        eliminate        proportion        resolve        tolerant

B. Replace each highlighted word or phrase with a word from the box.

1. accommodation conservative adapt hotel

2. seminar sphere circle transition

3. wonderful splendid raw proportion

4. mode sufficient obtain way

5. token internal distressed symbol

C. Choose the two words that are similar in each group of words.

A. Write T for true or F for false.

1. When you adapt to a situation, you refuse to change.

2. £10 million is a considerable amount of money.

3. A passage is a narrow means of access between places.

4. Conservative people are not very tolerant of change.

5. When you are distressed, you feel troubled and worried.

6. If you abandon something, you go back to get it again.
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Unit 1

1. What kinds of foods do you like to eat ? Why?

2. What is a problem that you ? How did you do it?

3. When was the last time you felt ? Why were you upset?

4. Have you ever attended a ? What was the topic?

5.  Name three things which are . Which of them is the largest?

6. Who do you ? How does he or she help you?

7.  What  of communication do you use with friends? Which do you 
use the most?

8.  Have you ever tried to  something from your diet? What was it?

E.  Complete the sentences using the words in the box. Then say a suitable
response.

resolved             modes spheres rely on          
raw  distressed eliminate seminar

D. Choose the best answer to complete each sentence.

1. People can rely on you if you

a. are easily distressed.
b. always keep promises.
c. don’t adapt to new situations.

3. Raw meat can

a. take something away.
b. be found in a sphere.
c. make you sick if you eat it.

5.  Types of accommodation include

a. cars, taxis and buses.
b.  books, magazines and newspapers.
c. hotels, motels and tents.

2. An example of an internal organ is

a. the heart.
b. a mode.
c. a token.

4. If you are a tolerant person, you

a. are in proportion.
b. get on with others.
c. seem conservative.

6. Abandoning a pet is

a. a cruel thing to do.
b. done in a passage.
c. simply splendid.

11



Read

1.  On any given night of the year, in cities across the world,
.

2.  People in low-paid jobs .

3.  Many companies are
labour overseas.

B. Find each sentence above. Write the missing words.

1. Which is NOT mentioned as kind of accommodation in the passage?

a. Passages b. Cars
c. Abandoned buildings d. Societies

2. What is a cause of homelessness according to the passage?

a. Cheap cost of living b. Companies cutting jobs
c. Low rents d. Rainy nights

3. What is the writer’s attitude towards the homeless?

a. We should offer them more jobs overseas.
b. The homeless are not tolerant and are not really a problem.
c. We should understand their situation and try to help resolve this issue.
d.  We should eliminate abandoned buildings to reduce the number of homeless

people.

A. Choose the best answers.

A Place to Stay

On any given night of the year, in cities across the world, thousands 
of people begin a search for accommodation. These are not travellers 
looking for a hotel on holiday; these people are the homeless. They 
are the people we can find sleeping in cars and buildings that have been abandoned. We 
can see them take shelter in quiet passages and streets, with boxes and newspapers that 
they have adapted into beds and sheets. Alarmingly, the proportion of homeless people in 
societies around the world is growing. To what can we attribute this rise? There are several 
causes.

One problem is the increasing cost of living. People in low-paid jobs find they lack 
sufficient funds to pay for rent. People who miss work for a few days because of sickness 
might be unable to pay their rent for the month. They suddenly find themselves without a 
home. Another problem is a shortage of jobs. Many companies are eliminating positions or 
relying on cheaper labour overseas. This adds to the number of people who are out of work. 

We all feel uncomfortable when we see people living on the street. However, they are 
probably much more distressed because they find themselves unable to pay for their 
basic needs. We should try to be more tolerant and support those working to resolve the 
problem, especially on cold and rainy nights when we are warm and dry in our own homes.
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Extend and Review

C. Circle the correct words.

1.  If you want to stay in luxurious, modern seminar / accommodation, this is a
splendid / conservative hotel.

2.  Toby was raw / distressed to learn that his dog had internal / conservative health
problems.

3.  Unless sufficient / mode students enrol, we will have to cancel the passage /
seminar.

4.  A red rose is a rather conservative / distressed gift given as a token / sphere
of love.

5.  It’s cruel to rely on / abandon a dog, and we should not be tolerant /
considerable of such behaviour.

6.  In the past, people ate only raw / splendid foods, but we have conservative /
adapted to cooked foods.

7. Kevin relies / adapts on his car as his main mode / passage of transport.
8.  The company has resolved / sufficient a proportion / considerable number of its

financial problems.
9. There is a marble sphere / abandon at each end of the internal / passage.

 10.  The company is expected to sufficient / eliminate a large proportion / resolve
of part-time jobs.

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct phrases. Use the correct form.

1.  When everyone except Luke got a pay raise, he felt that he had got a
.

2. Getting your first job is an important .
3.  Helen says she is sincere, but her gifts always feel more like they are

.
4.  When the newspaper reported that the company was in trouble, everyone started

to                                                              .

token gesture       raw deal       rite of passage       abandon ship

A. Learn these phrases.

raw deal something that is unfair
 I bought a second-hand car, but it broke down after two days. What a raw deal!

abandon ship  to leave a bad situation in a hurry, while considering only your own interests 
After the CEO quit, all the employees abandoned ship.  

token gesture a small and insignificant action
She gave her mum flowers to say sorry, but it was just a token gesture.

rite of passage  an activity showing that someone has reached an important stage in his/her life
In my family, buying your first car is a rite of passage. 
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